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Abstract

Further space exploration is impossible without solving the problem of cleaning space from orbital
stag, nonfunctional spacecraft and their elements. It is difficult to find more important international
problem as cleaning space debris. The removal of space debris with flexible appendages and some fuel
residues is complex problem. The possibility of a vibration of the flexible appendages should be considered
that may leads to the destruction of the spacecraft and the emergence of an even greater number of small
fragments. Removal of debris can be carried out by space tug, balloon, electrodynamics cable, solar sail,
etc. The active debris removal technique is considered that intend to use a space tug or a balloon attached
by a tether to space debris.

This paper focuses on the dynamics of the space debris with flexible appendages and some residual
fuel. We considered removal of the space debris by means a space tug and a balloon separately, and a
hybrid scheme with the consistent use of the space tug and the balloon. The equations of motion around
the center of mass of the system which involves space debris, a tether and a space tug or a balloon are
written using Lagrange formulation. The motion of the system’s center of mass is described in terms of
osculating orbital elements. Several numerical examples are presented to illustrate the mutual influence
of the oscillations of the flexible appendages and the oscillations of the tether. It is shown that flexible
appendages can have a significant in influence on the attitude motion of the space debris and to the safety
of the transportation process. The proposed mathematical models can be used to develop and analyze
on-orbit operations using tethered space tug or balloon including servicing missions and large space debris
removal missions. This paper develops results obtained in [1-4].
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